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In 1985, Martel published a linear time algorithm with a 43 asymptotic
worst-case ratio for the one-dimensional bin packing problem. The algorithm
is based on a linear time classification of the sizes of the items, and there-
afteraccording to the number of elements in certain subclassespairing the
items in a clever way. In his paper Martel mentioned a natural generalization
of this algorithm, that suggested a 54 algorithm. Although this seemed to be
very simple, the improvement has not been realized until now. In this paper
we present an algorithm which uses the ideas of Martel and has a 54
asymptotic worst-case ratio.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most frequently studied combinatorial problems is one-dimensional
bin packing: We are given a list L=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] of real numbers in [0, 1) and
an infinite list of unit capacity bins. Each number xi has to be assigned to a unique
bin such that the sum of the elements in each bin does not exceed 1. Our aim is
to minimize the number of used bins. It is well known that finding an optimal
packing is NP-hard. Consequently, a large number of papers have been published
which look for polynomial time algorithms with an acceptable approximative
behavior. Some of these algorithms are on-line algorithms: They put items into a
bin as they appear without knowing anything about the subsequent elements
(neither the size nor the number of elements). The off-line algorithms need more
information: Most of them examine the entire list before they apply their strategy
to pack the items.
For measuring the efficiency of different algorithms there are two general methods:
The investigation of the worst-case behavior orassuming some probability
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distribution of the elementsa probabilistic analysis. In this paper we will concen-
trate on the asymptotic worst-case ratio which can be defined as follows: We will
denote by H(L) the number of bins used by heuristic H to pack the elements of a
list L, and by L* the number of bins in an optimal packing, respectively. If
RH(k) :=max{H(L)k } L*=k=
denotes the maximum ratio of H(L)L* for any list L with L*=k, then the
asymptotic performance ratio RH of heuristic H is RH=lim supk   RA(k). For an
equivalent definition of RH we observe that RHK1 if there exist two constants K1
and K2 such that
H(L)K1 } L*+K2
for every item list L. Clearly, the smallest possible K1 satisfying this inequality
equals RH . In chronological order the first off-line algorithm was given by Johnson
[3]. Most of the published algorithms have at least O(n log n) time-complexity
(see, for example, the first fit decreasing (FFD), best fit decreasing heuristics).
Linear time complexity algorithms were always a ‘‘refreshing exception’’ among the
other experiments. Group fit group (GFG) by Johnson has an asymptotic perfor-
mance ratio of 1.5 [3], and it was among the first published algorithms in this field.
Ramanan et al. [6] published a linear time on-line bin packing heuristic with
performance ratio 1.612. For a long time the algorithm by Johnson was insuperable,
but Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker proved in their celebrated paper [2] that for
every =>0 there is an algorithm A such that A(L)(1+=) L*+C= , and A runs in
time O(n)+D= . (A similar result was shown by Karmarkar and Karp in [4].) It
is remarkable that the constants D= and C= depend on = only but not on n. Lueker
and Fernandez de la Vega did not calculate these constants precisely but they con-
jectured that they might be ‘‘certainly huge’’; namely, they knew that the constant
grew exponentially in 1=. As some years later Martel in [5] noted: ‘‘For ==13 the
analysis of the paper would have D= exceed ( 497 ).’’ This has a consequence: The
theoretically excellent algorithm is not usable in practice. In the above-cited paper
Martel published an ingenious solution to give a linear time algorithm. He collected
the items of the list into ‘‘heaps,’’ and according to the number of elements in the
certain classes he combined the elements in a clever way (see next section). His
algorithm has an asymptotic performance ratio of 43. In the conclusion of the
paper Martel mentioned that ‘‘it is possible that the technique used can be
improved to get an O(n) heuristic with a worst-case ratio of 54.’’ He proposed a
more careful classification of the small elements.
Although this idea seemed to be easy to realize, there has only been published
improvements of his algorithm for different but related models (see, e.g., [1]). In
this paper we present a linear time heuristic which uses the basic idea of the result
by Martel and which has an asymptotic performance ratio of 54. In fact, we will
show that our algorithm (which we denote as algorithm H7) satisfies H7(L)
5
4L*+5 for any list L.
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The paper is organized as follows: first, we describe the Martel algorithm and
give a simpler analysis to prove his main result. In Section 3 we present our
heuristic H7 . Section 4 contains the proof of our main result, and we finish this
paper with a short conclusion.
2. THE MARTEL RESULT
We will strongly exploit the results in [5]. Therefore, we rewrite briefly the algo-
rithm by Martel. It is based on a simple classification of the elements in a given list.
He defined the following sets:
C0=[xi | 1x i> 23],
C1=[xi | 23xi>
1
2],
C2=[xi | 12xi>
1
3],
C3=[xi | 13xi>
1
4],
C4=[xi | 14xi>0].
Let ci=|Ci |, i=0, ..., 4, where an x # Ci will be called a Ci -item or C i -piece. As
Martel mentioned, ‘‘the motivation for this positioning is to allow items to be
packed based on the set to which they belong.’’ We denote this algorithm by H4 .
It works in the following way:
1. Form the sets Ci , i=0, ..., 4.
2. Let k=Wmin(c1 , c2)2X. Split C1 into two subsets: C s1 contains the smallest
k elements of C1 , and C b1 contains the remaining elements. We split similarly C2
into C s2 and C
b
2 . Arbitrarily select pairs from C
s
1 and C
s
2 . If they fit in a bin, create
a bin containing both elements. If the pair does not fit, we put only C s1 into an
empty bin.
3. Put each C0 -piece and C b1 -piece into separate bins.
4. Put the remaining C2 -pieces (C s2 - and C
b
2 -pieces) into bins, two into each.
5. Until we run out of C3 -pieces, pack C3 -elements into those bins which
contain a single C1 -piece.
6. Any remaining C3-pieces are put three to an empty bin.
7. Put C4 -pieces into bins using the Next-Fit rule.
We denote this algorithm by H4 . For proving the main result Martel used an
important lemma which we state here in a more general form.
Lemma 2.1 (Martel [5]). For two arbitrary disjoint item sets Ci , Cj let k=
Wmin(ci , cj)2X. Let H be any heuristic which splits Ci and Cj into two subsets each.
C si shall contain the k smallest elements of Ci , and C
b
i contains the remaining
elements. An analogous splitting is done for Cj . Then, H arbitrarily selects pairs from
C si and C
s
j . If they fit in a bin, it creates a bin containing both elements. Let us
suppose that H pairs m(k) elements in this way. Then the maximum number of
pairs consisting of elements of Ci and Cj in an optimum packing does not exceed
m+k.
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Proof. If m=k, the statement is obvious. Now suppose that m<k. Therefore,
there are elements xi # C si and x j # C
s
j such that x i+xj>1. The best possible pair-
ing technique is to put together at most m elements of C bi with elements of C
s
j , m
elements of C si with elements of C
b
j , and the remaining k&m elements of C
s
j . Thus,
we can not pack together more than 2m+(k&m)=m+k elements. K
While having analyzed the algorithm of Martel, we have found a simpler proof
for the main theorem which was stated by Martel as follows:
Theorem 2.2 (Martel [5]). For any list L we obtain H4(L) 43 L*+2.
Proof. Let us suppose, that our statement is not true. Then we assume the exist-
ence of a minimal counterexample, i.e., a list L of items with H4(L)> 43L+2 and the
cardinality of L minimal. It is obvious that this list does not contain any C4 -item.
We will distinguish two different subcases:
Case A. We suppose that Step 6 creates at least one bin. In this case
L*c0+c1+(c2+c3)&(c0+c1)3 |,
and therefore,
H4(L)=c0+c1+c2&m2 |+c3&(c1&m)3 |
c0+
2
3
c1+
1
2
c2+
1
3
c3&
m
6
+2
L*+
1
3
c0+
1
6
c2&
m
6
+2
L*+
1
3 \c0+
1
2
c2++2

4
3
L*+2,
which is a contradiction.
Case B. Let us suppose that Step 6 does not create new bins. Applying
Lemma 2.1 to Step 2, we get
L*c0+c1+c2&(k+m)2 |c0+c1+12 c2&k2&m2 .
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Since mk=min[c2 2, c1 2], we can conclude
H4(L)=c0+c1+c2&m2 |
c0+c1+
1
2
c2&
m
2
+1
L*+
k
2
+1
L*+
1
4
c1+1

5
4
L*+1,
which is again a contradiction. K
There are many lists which prove that this upper, bound is tight. For example,
we can consider the following list Ln with n=2m and m # N. Ln contains m pieces
of C0 -items and m pieces of C3 -items with sizes 34&= and 14+=, respectively.
Then H4(Ln)=m+ m3 =
4
3m, and Ln*=m. This implies H4(Ln)Ln*=43 for each n.
3. THE H7 ALGORITHM
Considering the H4 algorithm by Martel we can realize that it works better than
in its worst-case for many subcases (see the proof of Case B). Martel mentioned
that ‘‘if we could handle C3 and C4 better (perhaps by splitting C4 into two sets,
one of which has elements in (0, 15], the other in (
1
5,
1
4]), we might be able to
improve the worst-case ratio.’’
In spite of the fact that this idea seemed to be very easy, almost 10 years passed
and the Martel result has not been improved. Now we give a new linear time algo-
rithm with a 54 worst-case ratio which we denote by H7 . Before presenting our
heuristic we classify the elements in a given list as follows:
C0=[xi | 1x i> 45],
C1=[xi | 45xi>
2
3],
C2=[xi | 23xi>
1
2],
C3=[xi | 12xi>
3
8],
C4=[xi | 38xi>
1
3],
C5=[xi | 13xi>
1
4],
C6=[xi | 14xi>
1
5],
C7=[xi | 15xi>0].
Let ci=|Ci |, i=0, ..., 7. Note that during the description of the algorithm ci always
denotes the number of elements of Ci which have not yet been assigned to any bin.
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Algorithm H7
1. Form the sets Ci , i=0, ..., 7.
2. Put each item of C0 into its own bin.
3. Let k1 :=Wmin[c1 2, (c5+c6)2]X. Split C1 into two subsets: C s1 contains
the k1 smallest elements of C1 , and C b1 contains the remaining elements. Similarly,
Split C5, 6 :=C5 _ C6 into subsets C s5, 6 and C
b
5, 6 . Pair up each element in C
s
1 with
an element in C s5, 6 . If the pair fits in a bin, create a bin containing both items.
Otherwise create a bin containing only the element of C s1 . Furthermore, put each
element of C b1 into its own bin.
4. Let k2 :=Wmin[c2 2, (c3+c4)2]X. Split C2 into two subsets: C s2 contains
the k2 smallest elements of C2 , and C b2 contains the remaining elements. Similarly,
Split C3, 4 :=C3 _ C4 into subsets C s3, 4 and C
b
3, 4 . Pair up each element in C
s
2 with
an element in C s3, 4 . If the pair fits in a bin, create a bin containing both items. Let
C 2 contain the elements of C b2 and the remaining elements of C
s
2 . Let c^5 :=
min[ |C 2 | , c5] and C 5 the set of the c^5 biggest elements of C5 . Put each element of
C 2 into a bin with an element of C 5 (if C5=<) with an element of C6 , or (if
C5, 6=<) alone into a bin.
5. Let q :=min[c4 , 2c6]. Let C q4 contain the q biggest elements of C4 and let
Cq6 contain the wq2x biggest elements of C6 , respectively. Put two items of C q4 and
one item of C q6 into a bin until c41 or c6=0.
6. Put one item of C3 and two items of C6 into a bin until c3=0 or c61.
7. Pair two items of C3 until c31.
8. Let k3 :=Wmin[c5 2, c4 4]X. Split C5 into two subsets: C s5 contains the k3
smallest elements of C5 and C b5 , which contains the remaining elements. Split C4
into two subsets: C s4 contains the 2k3 smallest elements of C4 , and C
b
4 contains the
remaining elements. Combine each element in C s5 with two elements of C
s
4 . If the
triple fits in a bin, create a bin containing the three items. Otherwise create a bin
containing only the two elements of C s4 . Furthermore, put all elements of C
b
4
pairwise into a bin until c41.
9. Put the remaining C5 -items into bins, three in each, until c52.
10. Put the remaining C6 -items into bins, four in each, until c63.
11. Assign the remaining elements of C3 , C4 , C5 , C6 optimally to empty bins.
12. Use Next Fit for the C7 -items.
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
In this section we will prove that H7(L) 54L*+3 for any item list L. First, we
will consider only such lists which do not contain elements from C7 or from C0 . Let
L be such a list. We will use the following notations:
v We say that bin B is of type (i1 i2 } } } ik) if it contains k elements such that
the first item is from the set Ci1 , the second from Ci2 , etc.
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v yi1 , i2 , ..., ik denotes the number of bins of type (i1 , i2 , ..., ik) in a particular
optimal packing of the list L.
v m15 denotes the number of C1 -items packed together with C5 -items in Step
3 of H7 . Similarly, m16 , m23 , m24 , m25 , m26 , and m445 denote the number of dif-
ferent pairs in Steps 3, 4, and 8 of H7 , respectively.
v The items which are packed in Step 11 are also called rest elements. Note
that in Step 11 there remains at most one C4 -item, at most two C5 -items and due
to Step 6 at most one C3 -item and one C6 -item or zero C3 -items and at most three
C6 -items. Consequently, not more than two bins are opened by the rest elements.
Considering all possible combinations the exact number of bins in an optimal
packing can be described as follows:
L*=y1+ y15+ y16+ y2+ y23+ y24+ y25+ y26+ y256
+ y266+ y3+ y33+ y34+ y35+ y36+ y336+ y345
+ y346+ y355+ y356+ y366+ y3666+ y4+ y44+ y45
+ y46+ y445+ y446+ y455+ y456+ y466+ y4566
+ y4666+ y5+ y55+ y56+ y555+ y556+ y566+ y5556
+ y5566+ y5666+ y6+ y66+ y666+ y6666 . (1)
The number of elements in the certain classes are given by
c1 =y1+ y15+ y16 (2)
c2=y2+ y23+ y24+ y25+ y26+ y256+ y266 (3)
c3=y23+ y3+2y33+ y34+ y35+ y36+2y336+ y345
+ y346+ y355+ y356+ y366+ y3666 (4)
c4=y24+ y34+ y345+ y346+ y4+2y44+ y45+ y46
+2y445+2y446+ y455+ y456+ y466+ y4566+ y4666 (5)
c5=y15+ y25+ y35+ y45+ y256+ y345+2y355+ y356
+ y445+2y455+ y456+ y4566+ y5+2y55+ y56
+3y555+2y556+ y566+3y5556+2y5566+ y5666 (6)
c6=y16+ y26+ y36+ y46+ y56+ y256+2y466+2y266
+ y336+ y346+ y356+2y366+ y446+ y456+ y556
+2y566+3y3666+3y4666+2y4566+ y5556+2y5566
+3y5666+ y6+2y66+3y666+4y6666 . (7)
For proving the claimed inequality four different cases will be considered. This will
be done according to whether we run out of elements of C5 and C6 in Steps 4 and
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5 or not. Let c~ 5 denote the number of C5 -items which remain unassigned after
Step 5 (not considering possible rest elements), and c~ 6 the corresponding number of
C6 -items.
Case 1. c~ 5=0, c~ 6=0.
It can be easily calculated that in this case
H7(L)c1+c2+\c3+m232 +\c4&m242 +2c1+c2+c3&m232 +c4&m242 +2.
Lemma 2.1 applied to sets C2 and C3, 4 yields
L*c1+c2+
c3+c4&m23&m24
2
,
and thus
HY (L)L*+
k2
2
+2L*+
c2
4
+2
5
4
L*+2.
Before we continue our proof we need an important lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let c$3 and c$6 , respectively, denote the number of C3 -items which are
packed in Steps 6, 7, and 10. Algorithm H7 requires at most c$3 2+c$6 4 bins to pack
all these items.
Proof. We will distinguish two different subcases. If we suppose that 2c$3c$6 ,
then Step 7 is empty and thus
H7(L)c$3+\c$6&2c$34 c$3+c$6&2c$34 =c$32 +c$64 .
For c$6<2c$3 , Step 10 is empty and
H7(L)\c$62 +\c$3&wc$6 2 x2 \c$62 +c$32 &wc$6 2x2 c$32 +c$64 .
The claim follows. K
Case 2. c~ 5=0, c~ 6>0.
Lemma 4.1 helps to estimate the number of bins which are used by heuristic H7
H7(L)c1+c2+
c3&m23
2
+\c4&m242 +c6&m16&m26+w(c4&m24)2x4 +2
c1+c2+
1
2
c3+
3
8
c4+
1
4
c6&
1
4
m16&
1
2
m23&
3
8
m24&
1
4
m26+3.
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Using Eqs. (2) to (7) we obtain
H7(L)y1+ y15+ 54 y16+ y2+
3
2 y23+
11
8 y24+ y25
+ 54 y26+
5
4 y256+
3
2 y266+
1
2 y3+ y33+
7
8 y34
+ 12 y35+
3
4 y36+
5
4 y336+
7
8 y345+
9
8 y346
+ 12 y355+
3
4 y356+ y366+
5
4 y3666+
3
8 y4
+ 34 y44+
3
8 y45+
5
8 y46+
3
4 y445+ y446+
3
8 y455
+ 58 y456+
7
8 y466+
7
8 y4566+
9
8 y4666+
1
4 y56
+ 14 y556+
1
2 y566+
1
4 y5556+
1
2 y5566+
3
4 y5666
+ 14 y6+
1
2 y66+
3
4 y666+ y6666&
1
4 m16
& 12 m23&
3
8 m24&
1
4 m26+3.
If we skip or increase some negative coefficients or add some nonnegative values to
the right side, we get using Eq. (1)
H7(L)L*+ 14 [2( y23+ y266)+
3
2 y24+ y16+ y2+ y26
+ y256+ y336+ y3666+m15+ 12 ( y346+ y4666)
& 12 ( y345+ y4566)&(m23+m24+m26)&( y35+ y356+ y45+ y455+ y456
+ y5+ y56+ y566+ y5666)&2( y355+ y455+ y556+ y55+ y5566)
&3( y555+ y5556)]+3.
Since c~ 5=0 and c~ 6>0, we conclude that m26=c2&m23&m24&(c5&m15) and
H7(L)L*+ 14 [y15+ y16+ y23+ y256+ y266+ y336
+ y3666+ 12 ( y24+ y345+ y346+ y4566+ y4666)]+3
5
4 L*+3.
Case 3. c~ >0, c~ 6>0.
By Lemma 4.1 we obtain for H7(L)
H7(L)c1+c2+
c3&m23
2
+\c4&m242 +c6&m16&w(c4&m24)2x4
+\c5&m15&m253 +2
c1+c2+
1
2
c3+
3
8
c4+
1
3
c5+
1
4
c6&
1
3
m15
&
1
4
m16&
1
2
m23&
3
8
m24&
1
3
m25+3.
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Simplifying yields
H7(L)y1+ 43 y15+
5
4 y16+ y2+
3
2 y23+
11
8 y24+
4
3 y25
+ 54 y26+
19
12 y256+
3
2 y266+
1
2 y3+ y33+
7
8 y34
+ 56 y35+
3
4 y36+
5
4 y336+
29
24 y345+
9
8 y346
+ 76 y355+
13
12 y356+ y366+
5
4 y3666+
3
8 y4
+ 34 y44+
17
24 y45+
5
8 y46+
13
12 y445+ y446
+ 2524 y455+
23
24 y456+
7
8 y466+
29
24 y4566+
9
8 y4666
+ 13 y5+
2
3 y55+ y555+
7
12 y56+
11
12 y556+
5
6 y566
+ 54 y5556+
7
6 y5566+
13
12 y5666+
1
4 y6+
1
2 y66
+ 34 y666+ y6666&
1
3 m15&
1
4 m16&
1
2 m23&
3
8 m24&
1
3 m25+3,
and therefore
H7(L)L*+ 14 [
7
3 y256+2( y23+ y266)+
3
2 y24
+ 43 ( y15+ y2+ y25+ y26)+ y16+ y336+ y3666
+ y5556+ 56 ( y345+ y4566)+
2
3 ( y355+ y5566)
+ 12 ( y346+ y4666)+
1
3 ( y445+ y356+ y5666)
+ 16 y455&(m15+m16)&
4
3 (m23+m24+m25)]+3.
Since m23+m24+m25=c2 , we deduce from (3)
H7(L)=L*+ 14 [
4
3 y15+ y16+ y256+ y336+ y3666+ y5556
+ 56 ( y345+ y4566)+
2
3 ( y23+ y266+ y355+ y5566)
+ 12 ( y346+ y4666)+
1
3 ( y356+ y446+ y5666)
+ 16 ( y24+ y455)&(m15+m16)]+3.
Lemma 2.1 applied to C1 and C5, 6 gives y15+ y16 12 c1+m15+m16 . Hence,
H7(L)L*+ 14 [y256+ y336+ y3666+ y5556
+ 56 ( y15+ y345+ y4566)+
2
3 ( y23+ y266+ y355+ y5566)
+ 12 ( y1+ y16+ y346+ y4666)+
1
3 ( y356+ y445+ y5666)+
1
6 ( y24+ y455)]+3
 54 L*+3.
This shows our statement for Case 3.
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Before continuing our proof we again require an important lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that Step 8 of H7 forms at least one triple which does not
fit into a bin. Then,
y345+ y445 
c4&m24&2(c6&m16)
4
+2m445+m15+m24&1.
Proof. By assumption we have m445<k3 . Thus, there are elements x i , xj # C s4
and xk # C s5 such that x i+xj+xk>1. Consequently, if xi , x j # C
b
4 and xk # C
b
5 ,
then xi+x j+xk>1. Consider all elements of C s4 and C
s
5 which have not been fit
together by H7 . Denote these sets by C sb4 and C
sb
5 , respectively. Denote the set of
C5 -items packed with C2 -items in Step 4 and the set of C4 -items packed with
C6 -items in Step 5 by C b25 and C
b6
4 , respectively. By the definition of the algorithm
the sizes of the elements of C b25 are not less than that of any element of the sets C
s
5
and C sb5 . An analogous condition is true for the C4 -items. Notice that if xi ,
xj # C b4 _ C
b6
4 _ C3 and xk # C
b _ C b25 then x i+x j+xk>1. Now we prove that the
maximum number of bins of type (445) or (345) which can be packed together
using only elements from C sb4 _ C
sb
5 _ C
b
4 _ C
b
5 _ C
b6
4 _ C
b2
5 _ C3 is k3&m445&1.
Suppose to the contrary that we can form Tk3&m445 bins of those types. We
may assume that all elements from C sb4 _ C
sb
5 are taking part in this packing.
Otherwise, a big element can be substituted by a missing element from the
set C sb4 _ C
sb
5 without any change. Denote the sum of the elements in these bins
by S. Since the packings are feasible, TS. On the other hand we can
group the elements into triplets such that the sum of the elements in each triplet
is greater than 1. In this way we get T triplets. S>T follows, which is a contra-
diction.
So far, we did not consider elements of C5 and C4 which have been fit into Step 8
or which have been packed with C1 -items or C2 -items in Steps 3 or 4 of algorithm
H7 . The total number of these items is 3m445+m15+m24 . The best possible tech-
nique is to put together each of these items with two elements from C b4 _ C
b
5 _
Cb64 _ C
b2
5 _ C3 , supposing that we have enough corresponding element. Hence, we
get at most 3m445+m15+m24 additional bins. Since k3(c4&m24&2(c6&m16))4
by definition, the claim follows. K
Now we can continue with the last case.
Case 4. c~ 5>0, c~ 6=0.
According to Case 4 the number of bins necessary for H7 can be estimated as
H7(L)c1+c2+\c3&m232 +\c4&m242 +\c5&m15&m25&m4453 +2
c1+c2+
1
2
(c3+c4&m23&m24)+
1
3
(c5&m15&m25&m445)+3.
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From (2) to (6) one can easily verify that
H7(L)y1+ 43 y15+ y16+ y2+
3
2 y23+
3
2 y24+
4
3
y25
+ y26+ 43 y256+ y266+
1
2 y3+ y33+ y34
+ 56 y35+
1
2 y36+ y336+
4
3 y345+ y346+
7
6 y355
+ 56 y356+
1
2 y366+
1
2 y3666+
1
2 y4+ y44+
5
6 y45
+ 12 y46+
4
3 y445+ y446+
7
6 y455+
5
6 y456+
1
2 y466
+ 56 y4566+
1
2 y4666+
1
3 y5+
2
3 y55+
1
3 y56+ y555
+ 23 y556+
1
3 y566+ y5556+
2
3 y5566+
1
3 y5666
& 13 m15&
1
2 m23&
1
2 m24&
1
3 m25&
1
3 m445+3.
Employing (1) again establishes as upper bound for H7 :
H7(L)L*+ 14 [2( y23+ y24)+
4
3 ( y15+ y25+ y345+ y445)
+ 23 ( y355+ y455)&
2
3 ( y35+ y356+ y45+ y456
+ y4566)& 43 ( y55+ y556+ y5566)&2( y3+ y36
+ y366+ y3666+ y4+ y46+ y466+ y4666)
& 83 ( y5+ y56+ y566+ y5666)&4( y6+ y66+ y666
+ y6666)&2(m23+m24)& 43 (m15+m25+m445)]+3. (8)
Lemma 2.1 applied to C1 and C5, 6 yields y15+y16(c12)+m15+m16 which is
equivalent to 13 y1+
1
3 y15&
1
3 y16+
2
3m15+
2
3m160. Inequality (8) can then be
formulated as follows:
H7(L)L*+ 14 [2( y23+ y24)+
4
3 ( y25+ y256+ y345+ y445)
+ y15+ 23 ( y355+ y455)+
1
3 y1&
1
3 y16
& 23 ( y35+ y356+ y45+ y456+ y4566)
& 43 ( y55+ y556+ y5566)&2( y3+ y36
+ y366+ y3666+ y4+ y46+ y466+ y4666)
& 83 ( y5+ y56+ y566+ y5666)&4( y6+ y66+ y6666+ y6666)+
2
3 m16&
2
3 m15
& 43 (m25+m445)&2(m23+m24)]+3. (9)
In Case 4 we do not run out of C5-items in Step 4. Therefore,
m23+m24+m25&c2=0. (10)
Obviously,
m16c6 . (11)
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If there is at least one triple formed in Step 8 which does not fit into a bin,
Lemma 4.2 can be applied. The corresponding inequality multiplied by 23 together
with (11) yields
1
6 c4+
4
3 m445+
2
3 m15+
1
2 m24&
2
3 y345&
2
3 y4450. (12)
We insert (10) multiplied by 23 and (12) into (9). Observing (11) the following
inequality is obtained. Note that all terms with negative sign have been omitted.
H7(L)L*+ 14 [y15+ y445+
5
6 ( y24+ y345+ y346 + y446+ y455+ y4566)
+ 23 ( y23+ y256+ y336+ y355+ y5556)
+ 13 ( y1+ y16+ y44)+
1
6 ( y34+ y456+ y4666)]+3.
Now we may assume that all triples formed in Step 8 fit into a bin. That means
m445=k3 . We have to distinguish two cases. If m445=W(c4 4)&(m24 4)&(c6 2)+
(m16)X, we rewrite this inequality as
4
3 m445&
1
3 c4+
1
3 m24+
2
3 c6&
2
3 m160. (13)
Now, (10) multiplied by 43 and (13) are added to (9).
The second case can be formulated as
2
3 m445&
1
3 c5+
1
3 m15+
1
3 m250. (14)
Here, (10) and (14) are added to (9). Also, m16 is replaced according to (11). Using
(5), (6), and (7) it is easy to check that H7(L) 54 L*+3 holds in both cases. This
finishes our last case.
Thus, our theorem is true for any list which does not contain elements from C0
and C7 . Suppose now L is a list which does contain elements from C0 but not from
C7 . Then in any packing of L each element of C0 is alone in a bin. Let L0=L"C0 .
We get H7(L0)=H7(L)&c0 , and L0*=L*&c0 . By assumption, H7(L0) 54L*+3.
Therefore, H7(L)=H7(L0)+c0 54L0*+3+c0
5
4L*+3.
So, the statement is true also for those lists which contain elements from C0 .
Now we consider a list L which contains elements from C7 too. In this case we have
two possibilities: In the case that H7 opens new bins in Step 12, each binexcept
possibly the last oneought to be at least 45 full. Hence, L*
4
5(H7(L)&1), which
yields the desired result. Consequently, we can suppose that the algorithm H7 did
not open new bins in Step 12. Let L7=L"C7 . It is obvious that H7(L7)=H7(L),
and L7*L*. Since L7 is a list without elements of C7 , the inequality of the
statement is fulfilled also for arbitrary item lists. K
We summarize our result in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. H7(L) 54 L*+3 for any item list L. Furthermore, there are
infinitely many lists Ln , for which H7(Ln)L*=54.
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Proof. Let n=3m and m # N. Consider the lists Ln which contain 2m pieces of
C3 -items and m pieces of C6 -items with sizes 38+= and 14&2=, respectively.
Then, H7(Ln)=(m2)+(3m4)=(54)m, and Ln*=m. It follows that H7(Ln)Ln*=
54 for each Ln . K
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the previous section we proved that H7 is a linear time algorithm with 54
asymptotic worst-case ratio. Recall what we know about bin-packing:
v there is a linear time bin packing scheme [2],
v there is a very simple, easy to implement, linear time bin packing algorithm:
GFG, with a 32 competitive ratio [3],
v there is Martel’s algorithm, which has a 43 competitive ratio [5],
v there is the FFD heuristic, which is a O(nlog n) algorithm and has a 119
ratio [3].
In this section we present some experimental results, proving that we get similar
results in practice and in theory. As we mentioned before the scheme is not practi-
cal, so we did not implement it. We compared the H7 algorithm to the above men-
tioned two well-known heuristics, namely the GFG and the FFD. In the implemen-
tations we used the techniques proposed by Johnson in [3]. We did not compare
H7 to the Martel algorithm, because it is an extension of it, and although Martel’s
algorithm is easier to implement, H7 produces superior packings.
One of the most important parts of the H7 algorithm is the selection procedure.
This procedure selects the smallest or the largest k elements in different steps of the
algorithm. The selection algorithm can be implemented easily, and it has a O(n)
average case time complexity. The H7 algorithm uses the selection procedure at
most nine times. It is also clear that first the elements are classified into eight
classes. Supposing that the elements of the lists are from a sample with uniform
probability distribution, we can assume that the average number of items in each
class is about n8. The selection procedure always runs on the elements of one given
class. If we have enough C6 and C4 items, then the procedure is called one time for
C1 and C2 items, two times for C5 and C6 items, and three times for C4 items. It
TABLE 1
Average Running Times in Hundred Seconds on a Pentium 133 MHz PC for
Different Random Samples with Sizes 2502000
Sample sizes FFD GFG H7
250 2.54 2.96 1.90
500 5.66 5.49 3.99
750 9.01 7.71 5.91
1000 11.90 10.82 7.78
2000 24.95 21.24 15.62
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TABLE 2
Average Number of Binsfor Different Random Samples with Sizes 2502000
Sample sizes FFD GFG H7 LB
250 129 141 137 125
500 256 282 273 250
750 383 423 409 375
1000 510 565 546 500
2000 1012 1127 1088 1000
is obvious that the number of input items for the selection procedure in each case
is about n8 in average. However, because of the pairing steps this number is
decreasing while the algorithm runs. For example, in practice usually we have no
C4 or C5 items in Step 8 at all, because all of them are packed in previous steps.
Because of the relatively small number of input items, and their fast decrease, the
heavy use of the selection procedure does not take too much time.
The implementation of the steps of the algorithm is very simple. It does not
require any special technique or data structure. It can be done using simple arrays,
which make the algorithm very fast, because array operations run quickly. The
steps of the algorithm are very simple and similar to each other. This means that
we can write general procedures, which make the program code shorter.
Tables 1 and 2 show the average running times and number of bins of the dif-
ferent algorithms for different random samples from [0, 1] with uniform distribu-
tion.
We ran the algorithms on random samples with sizes from 250 to 2000. The
values in the tables are average values of 100 different runs. The LB column means
the average sum of the elements of the lists. This gives a lower bound on the
optimal packing. The experimental results follow the theoretical results. FFD
produces the best packing, but it is the slowest. H7 is the fastest for all sample sizes
and it produces a superior packing compared to GFG.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the idea given in [5], we presented a linear time algorithm for the off-
line bin packing problem. It improves the earlier result to 54. Since there are only
46 different possibilities to pack combinatorially the elements into bins, we first
analyzed our algorithm with the help of a linear programming package. We were
not satisfied with the ‘‘proving power’’ of this LP-method, and so we investigated
this combinatorial approach which we presented in this paper.
This improvement may indicate that one can refine the classification in order to
get a 65 or even a better worst-case ratio. But this idea is already questionable: we
think that theoretically the algorithm remains linear (like the Fernandez de la Vega
and Lueker algorithm) but it may become more complicated, and probably the
proof will grow exponentially because of the huge number of subcases.
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Finally, let us mention that from a theoretical aspect we dealt only with the
worst-case behavior of the algorithm. That is why the algorithm is rather far from
FFD, which is optimal in probability, considering the number of bins. However,
our algorithm could be optimized from this point of view as well. For example one
problem is that this algorithm does not try to pack together C1 items with C5 items
and C2 items with C3 items, if we have enough C6 and C4 items, respectively.
During our experimental study we modified H7 such that before Step 3 and Step 4
it tried to pack together the above mentioned items using the same pairing tech-
niques. By this the average number of bins for the lists of 1000 items decreased to
537, without a considerable increase in running time. This value is closer to the
value given by FFD, but this modification does not concern the worst-case
behavior of the algorithm. By a probability analysis further interesting results could
be derived for H7 or its modification.
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